SkillsCommons

TECHNOLOGY
PARTNER

ENHANCE

YOUR OER CONTENT
with Monarch Media
Monarch Media develops inspired and innovative eLearning
and workforce improvement solutions that can elevate
OER content to the next level.

Let Us Be Your SkillsCommons Guide
The U.S. Department of Labor’s Trade Adjustment Assistance
Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) grant
program is a major $1.9 billion investment to increase the
ability of community colleges to address the challenges of
today’s workforce.
From this investment, a comprehensive collection of workforce-related Open Educational Resources (OER) has been
created by over 700 community colleges across the nation.

Open Solutions. Open Minds.

SkillsCommons facilitates partnerships between grant
recipients and technology providers like Monarch Media.
As experts in eLearning development for more than 20 years,
Monarch Media can guide your next steps in transforming
existing materials into a robust learner-centered curriculum
that accelerates and improves the development of job-driven
workforce development skills.

info@monarchmedia.com • 831.457.4414

An OER Makeover
Developing Interactive Self-Paced Lessons

Services
COURSE AUTHORING
AND CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT
Utilize our instructional design
expertise to help you transform
standard open educational
resources into robust interactive
content, courses, and
curriculum that help students
master new skills, behaviors,
and competency.

LEARNING SYSTEMS DESIGN
AND DEVELOPMENT

Transforming Microsoft Word lesson plans into an interactive self-paced lesson.
The original content was developed for classroom instructors. For
the transformation, instructional designers added context and
remediation to allow nursing students to complete the lesson
independently. Interactive exercises, embedded video, and online
activities all contribute to a highly engaging learner experience.

Skills
•
•
•
•

Instructional design
Graphic Design
Development
Multimedia Services

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Responsive design
Real-world practice examples
Environmentally relevant videos
In-line helpful hints and
mini-practice modules
Exploratory linear and
non-linear navigation
Course completion tracking

From strategy consulting to
technical implementation, our
team has experience developing
award-winning learning systems
using cost-effective open source
solutions.

•

LEARNING OBJECT
DEVELOPMENT

Collaborate with Monarch Media to enhance OER
content and accelerate student learning in many ways

From animation to simulations
to behavior modeling, we can
help create digital learning
content objects that can be
used in different learning
context.

•

Test drive the makeover for yourself at:
www.monarchmedia.com/skillscommons

Make OER content better


•

Make OER content more interoperable and readily adoptable


•

Section 508 compliant to different audiences

Make OER content sustainable


LET’S BEGIN!

Flexible delivery including learning management systems, virtual 		
classrooms, or mobile devices.

Make OER content more readily accessible


•

More engaging, interactive, usable, easy to distribute and adopt

Benefiting faculty, students, institutions, and industries

Phone: 831.457.4414
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Website: monarchmedia.com

